December 14, 2020 11:00 am - 12:30 pm

11:00am - 11:20am  
Hacking Healthcare Transformation with Digital Technology + Open Innovation  
Zen Chu  
Co-Founder and Faculty Director, MIT Hacking Medicine  
Senior Lecturer, MIT Sloan School of Management  
Zen Chu  
Co-Founder and Faculty Director, MIT Hacking Medicine  
Senior Lecturer, MIT Sloan School of Management

Zen Chu created the MIT Healthcare Ventures graduate courses within MIT’s Health Science & Technology (HST) program. Chu specializes in building early-stage medical technology and healthcare service companies, usually serving as cofounder and first investor, and his portfolio spans Boston, Silicon Valley, and China. He has managed and led new ventures for Harvard Medical School, Harvard’s Wyss Institute for Bioengineering, NetVentures, and Hewlett-Packard. Chu earned a master’s in public and private management from Yale University and a BS in biomedical/electrical engineering from SMU.  

View full bio

11:20am - 11:50am  
Q&A

11:50am - 12:30pm  
ILP Member Discussions with Zen Chu